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Wanna be 12 again?

Imagine you wake up and you ARE 12 again!

● What do you remember?

● How did you feel?

● What kind of things did you do?

● How did you learn how to do them?

● Who helped you through? How?



By the age of 12….
How many of these could you do?

● Sew on a button

● Use a vacuum cleaner

● Clean and dress a wound

● Change the bed sheets

● Wash the car

● Find your way home

● Take phone messages

● Make a hot drink

● Mow a lawn

● Take out the garbage

● Wash the dishes

● Use a screw driver
● Cook a simple meal
● Handwash clothes
● Look after a pet
● Use the phone book
● Go shopping with a list
● Change a light bulb
● Sort the recycling
● Clean a window
● Fill and empty the dishwasher
● Give simple first aid
● Use the washing machine

How many DID you do?    /23



A few definitions...
Independence:

● The quality or state of being independent; freedom from outside control or support

Responsibility:

● Being the one who must answer or be accountable for something; being able to meet one’s 

obligations; requiring a person to take charge of or be trusted with important matters

Resilience:

● An adaptive response to hardship - the ability to ‘bounce back’; to recover from or adjust to 

misfortune or change



Characteristics of a resilient person:

● A strong sense that things will work out - optimistic

● Creative problem solvers

● Often see the world as manageable, meaningful, predictable

● Have a ‘toolbox’ of techniques, strategies, successes, experiences from which they can draw 

when faced with challenges

● Know and harness resources

● Adaptable; possess the ability to ‘bounce back’ and to learn/grow from difficult 

circumstances



Erik Erikson and Development
● Erikson describes development as the progression through stages or crises:



Developing Resilience…
Protective Factors + Adaptive Skills
● With support as opposed to 

over-involvement, kids will get a sense of 

their own strengths and abilities through 

experiences, relationships with others and 

the environment.

● A sense of self develops through learning 

to manage increasingly complex personal 

and interpersonal challenges that allow for 

one to see life as meaningful, manageable, 

and to a certain extent… predictable.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=92&v=xSf7pRpOgu8&feature=emb_logo


Why is giving kids independence/ 
responsibility so important, and how does 
it help build resilience?



“But efforts to protect kids from risk by preventing them from gaining experience— such as 
walking to school, climbing a tree, or using sharp scissors— are different. Such protections 
come with costs, as kids miss out on opportunities to learn skills, independence, and risk 
assessment.”

― Greg Lukianoff, The Coddling of the American Mind: How Good Intentions and Bad Ideas Are Setting Up a 
Generation for Failure

Discuss:

- What are the implications of this 

statement for you as parents?

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/58291173
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/58291173




Scaffolded Support



● The productive struggle





How to promote responsibility, independence, 
and resilience:





Four main assets and abilities:

1. Relationships and reaching out: Having people who can be there for us and knowing how to 

reach out to them

2. Emotional skills: having coping strategies to deal with our emotions so they don’t overwhelm 

us

3. Competence: possessing skills and thinking abilities that enable us to solve problems and 

influence what happens in our lives

4. Optimism: a positive and hopeful attitude



The six to eight year old is ready to….

● Relationships: Develop more independent relationships with grandparents, teachers, relatives, 

and children their own age

● Emotional Skills: Talk more about their feelings; benefit from hearing parents use words to 

describe their feelings

● Competence: Learn basic skills that give children a sense of accomplishment, such as: reading, 

writing, climbing, skating, swimming, riding a bicycle, preparing food. They benefit from 

involvement in lessons, sports, or other organized activities

● Optimism: Notice and learn from adult examples of optimistic thinking and  behaviour. Be 

shown optimistic ways to think about situations and experiences. Reframing.



The nine to ten year old is ready to...
Relationships: Understand and care more about the feelings of others; treat people with respect and 

use good manners; start getting support from peers

Emotional skills: Learn simple strategies to calm down or get their minds off of bad feelings

Competence: Pay attention and control behaviour for longer periods; take on more household 

chores and responsibilities; think about how their behaviour impacts future situations and events

Optimism: Start learning to judge and understand experiences, situations, and possibilities in a more 

realistic way



The eleven to twelve year old is ready to...
Relationships: Look beyond their parents - particularly to friends - for support; learn more about how 

relationships work

Emotional skills: Develop a deeper understanding of why they feel angry, sad, or happy; start using 

inner emotional strength to deal with feelings

Competence: Understand more clearly the connection between their own effort or actions and the 

results (e.g., practice improves piano playing); learn how to set goals; use their conscience (rather 

than a fear of getting in trouble) to guide their actions more often

Optimism: Be encouraged and shown how to think optimistically; have their negative statements and 

thoughts gently challenged



TEENS are ready to...
Relationships: Trust. Develop more deep, adult like relationships

Emotional skills: Use emotional memories to  recognise that bad emotions are temporary; begin to 

feel emotions in a more adult way

Competence: Ready to explore boundaries with space and support; teach decision making

Optimism: Help to see setback as result of event or situation, not a result of personal failings. Leads 

to sense that setbacks are temporary, can be overcome and motivation to try again. Help to balance 

with realistic thinking (eg. judge risks)



Resources and Links
● The Coddling of the American Mind: How Good Intentions and Bad Ideas Are Setting Up a Generation for 

Failure
● https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/your-brain-work/201203/has-coddling-entire-generation-children-set-

them-fo
● Parenting for Life: Parenting Resilient Children at Home and at School (The Psychology Foundation of 

Canada)
● Centre on the Developing Child - Harvard University: In Brief - Resilience Series
● Positive Discipline - Teaching Responsibility (Tips for parents)
● Positive Discipline - Articles for Parents

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/58291173
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/58291173
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/your-brain-work/201203/has-coddling-entire-generation-children-set-them-fo
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/your-brain-work/201203/has-coddling-entire-generation-children-set-them-fo
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/inbrief-resilience-series/
https://www.positivediscipline.com/articles/teaching-responsibility-when-does-it-happen
https://www.positivediscipline.com/blog-category/parents

